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WATER LANDINGS OF HELICOPTERS

By Ihanuel Schnitzer and Melvin E. Hathaway

EwMMARY

An approximate method for computing water loads and presswe dis-
tributions on lightly loaded elliptical cylinders during oblique water
impacts is presented. The method is of special interest for the case
of emergency water landings of helicopters. This method makes use of
theory developed and checked for landing impacts of seaplanes having
bottom cross sections of V and scaUoped contours.

An illustrative etile is given to show typical results obtained
from the use of the proposed method of computation. The accuracy of the
approximate method was evaluated through comparison with limited experi-

C mental data for two-dimensional drops of a rigid circular cylinder at a
trim of 0° and a flight-path angle of 90°. The applicability of the
proposed formulas to the design of rigid huJJs is indicated by the rough

. agreement obtained between the computed and experimental results. A .
detailed computationalprocedure is included as an appendix.

moDucTIoN

The ditching of helicopters has recently become of interest because
of the increased nuuiberof helicopters in service over water and because
of the nuniberof ditchings which have occurred. For instance, out of
97 helicopters of a particular model purchasedby one agency, 13 have
been ditched.

Ditching of aircraft poses certati questions among which are these:
Can the fuselage or hull be designed to withstand the hydrodynamic impact
loads without adding excessive structural weight? If not, how can
ditchings best be made in order to save the passengers and crew, regard-
less of the location or extent of the fuselage damage?

“
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With regard to fixed-wing land-based aircraft, the answer to the
first question has %een in the negative, since the large loads resulting
from high forward landing speeds would require a very strong, and hence
heavy, structure. The operator of this type of aircraft, therefore, is
concerned pr~ily with other phases of the ditching problem. For the
helicopter, however, the impact loads are normally much less than for
fixed-wing aircraft because of the lower forward landing speed of heli-
copters. It appears that it might be practicable to design the helicopter
fuselage to withstand ditching loads.
method for qtickly est~ting ditching
bottoms would%e a useful tool for the

The present paper touches only on
eral problem and specifically presents
water loads and pressure distributions

In any event, it is felt that a
loa& on helicopter fuselage
designer.

the applied-load phase of the gen-
a method for quickly estimating
on helicopter or airplane fuse-

lages where the cross-sectional shape of the fuselage maybe approximated
by an ellipse. The proposed method involves a simplification of the gen-
eral treatment of reference 1 for water loads on bodies of arbitrary
cross section. The pressure equations are obtained from reference 2 for
impacts of V-bottom floats andare applied tnthis paper to give a first
approximation of the pressures on an elliptical bottom.

The derivation of the approximate method is folJowed by an example
of its application to a hypothetical helicopter ditching and then com-
parisons of theoretical conrputationwith limited test data are presented
and discussed. As a computational aid the steps in applying the method
for computing bottom loads and pressure distributions for water landings
are given as an appendix.

SYMBOLS

(My consistent s~tem of units may be used.)

A hydrodynamic aspqct ratio, a~roximatedby

Aav

a

B

c

expression +&

average hydrodynamic

len@h of horizontal

aspect ratio, I/a

semiaxis of ellipse

abbreviation for factor preceding titegral on right side of
equation (3) (compare eq. (3a))

wetted semiwidth of lndl in any transverse plane

.

.
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.

c’

T=
1

-.,

modified wetted semiwidth of hull in any transverse plane

beam-lading coefficient, w/8Pga3

abbreviation for integral on right side of equation (3)
(compareeq. (Za))

vertical component of hydrodynamic impact load

acceleration due to gravity

length of vertical semiaxis

wetted length of model

of ellipse

vertical hydrodynamic load factor, ‘VP

abbreviation for left side of equation (3)
(compareeq. (Za))

iwtantameous

- ~ (see eq.

pressure

(2))

time after water contact

instantaneous resultant velocity of aircraft

total weight of aircraft

instantaneousvelocity of aticraft para13el to undisturbed
water surface in plane of symmetry

instantaneous draft of lnildat step normal to undisturbed
water surface

instantaneousvelocity of airplane normal to undisturbed
water surface

@tantaneous acceleration of airplane normal to undisturbed
water surface

immersion of hti bottom normal to itself below undisturbed
water surface at intersection of pkane of symmetry with
any transverse plane of hull

———._ —— –—z — — ——— .— —..
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7

e

K

P

T

qJ(A)

v

Subscripts:

o

P

s

immersion of huld.bottom normal to itself below elevated
water surface at intersection of plxme of synmetry with
any transverse plane of hti

velocity normal to hull bottom in phne of symnetry~
k Sillr+ ; COS T

acceleration norhal to hull bottom in plane of symmetry

distance from center of ellipse pszall.elto horizontal
axis thereof

velocity parallel to hull bottom in plane of symmetryj
& COS T - ~ SiIIT

approximate over-aU average dead-rise @eJ tan-l ;

flight-path angle relative to undisturbed water surface,

*-1 z

?

effective dead-rise single

SiIlT
approach parameter,

(
Cos T + y.

Sti 70 )

mass density of water

trim, singlebetween bottom of hull and undisturbed water
surface in plane of symmetry

Pabst’s hydrodynamic-aspect-ratiocorrection

local dead-rise angle

at water contact

peak value

at step

“

I
.
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DEVELOPMENT OF MWIIIOD

5

A rough approximation of the total loads and pressure distributions
on helicopter fuselages having CA < 1 dur$ng smooth-water dltchlngs DBY

be obtained by means of methods outlined in references 1, 2, W 3. Con-
siderable simplification can be achieved by assuming that the helicopter
bottoms can be represented by elliptical cylinders. The resulting sim-
plified procedure is given in the follow5ng sections of this paper and
may be summarized as follows. First, the relationships between wetted
width in any transverse plane and draft in that plane are given for an
elliptical cylinder. Neti, appQdng these wetted-width-draft rektions
to the general equatio~ of nation results in a simple set of eqpations
for detemnining the loads and motions during oblique water landings.
Plots bf some of the more involved parameters are given to aid in the
solution of the equations. FinalJy, from the velocity-draft relation,
the bottom pressure distribution in any transverse plane is calcu.
lated approximately by means of.equations from reference 2 which were
derived fo~ V-bottom hul&. The application of these eqmtions is based
on the assumption that the pressure on an ellipse is the same as tl@ on
a V-bottom hdl having the same dead-rise angle as the ellipse has locally
at the water line. Thus, in computing the pressure distribution, the
elliptical hti is as$umed to be replaced by a V-bottom hull havimg a
dead-rise angle which varies with draft.

1.,

Wetted-Width—Draft Relationships for Elliptical Cyldnders

The variation of the wetted semiwidth c ‘with draft ~ during the
symmetrical l@rodynaqic impact of an arbitrary two-dimensional form was
determined by Wagner in reference 4 on the basis of an expanding-plate
analogy. Reference 3 presents Wagner’s solution in & form more convenient
for calculation. By means of the fo~ in this reference, the draft-
height ratio {/h of an imersing prismatic body of elliptical cross
section (see fig. 1) can be expressed in the form of an infinite series
in the wetted-width-beam ratio c~a as

i=w‘*($ ‘=%3’‘*(Y ‘+9(3’0+

(1)

— — __ ——— —— —-— —— -—— .. —.—.
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where the equation of the ellipse is [‘ = $- Jqjq and , is

the wetted height, or draft including water rise. Equation (1) which is
plotted in figure 2 gives the physical wetted width of the hull in terms
of the draft. A modifying factor leading to an effective draft-wetted-
width relation giving more accurate over-all loads was obtained in ref-
erence 1. (In the reference the draft was modified while in this paper
it was more convenient to modify the wetted width h an equivalent ~ro)
lhcorporation of this factor in equation (1) results in the relation for
the draft-semiwidthratio ~/a in terms of the modified wetted-width-
beam ratio c’~a

h

is

by

1&~)8 ++J~)’O+. . . (2)

which tan-l ~ is the equivalent of ~ in reference 1.
a

Equation (2)

1
plotted in figure 2 where for shplicity - ~ is replaced

~-l : ~

T. The slope of this curve dc’/dE has been plotted in a form con-

*

*
(

venient for computation in figure 3. Equations (1) and (2) and the
derivative of the Latter, which express section water-rise characteristics
in two-dimensionalflow, may be applied to three-dimensional impacts as
shown in the following sections.

Over-All Loads and lbtions

Finite-trim case.- The determination of loads and motions dur@

fixed-trti, smooth-water, step landings of an elliptical cylinder with
a transverse step my be determined by the method of reference 1 if the
aerodynamic lift is assumed equal to the weight. In deriving the equa-
tions for hydrodynamic load factor, the assumption of the equality of
lift to weight was made on the basis that few ditchings would occur with
rotor blades or wings missing. The relation between the @io of the

!=

.-,
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drdt kmal to the bottmn at the step to the semibesm Cs/a, and the
verticsl-velocity ratio 5/~ as given by reference 1 can be expressed

in the fom

where

K = - COS(T + 7.)
sin 70

cA=J-
8pga3

and, according .toreference 5,.!

.

(3)

The aqect ratio of the hull is approximated by the relation

The approach ~ter K is presented in figure 4 as a function of
initial flight-path amgle 70 for various values of the trim T (see

fig. 1). The left side of equation (3), which is designated P for
convenience, is presented in figure 5 as a function of. K for various
values of 2/5.. The correction for three-dimensional flow q(A) is

——— .
—
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plotted agai@ A in figure 6. The integral on the right side of
equation (3), designated as D, has been evaluated and is presented in
figi.n-e7 in a form convenient for use in calculation. The qutity
0.051YcQ(A) is hereinafter designated l/B so that equation (3) can
CAtiT

be abbreviated as

P=; (Sa)

The relation between the vertical acceleration Z, the vertical veloc-
ity ;, andnbrmal draft at the step ~s canbe obtained from refer-

ence 1 and is

or

~= H%+j’~’
o (B + D)coS T

(k)

(4a)

The preceding equations and curves permit the calcuhtion of the instant-
aneous rektionships between acceleration, velocity, and draft through-
out an oblique impact of an elliptical cylinder. Since the general
equations of reference 1 were derived on the basis that the aerodynamic
lift is equal to the weight, the vertical hydrodynamic load Fv is

simply equal to the product of the total impacting mass and the accel-
eration E.

b order to obtain time histories for-purposes of calculating
structural response, the time variation with draft can be obtained by
grap~cal. integmtion of the equation

where V. is the initial resultant velocity at water contact.

.

T

\

.

(5)

— ———— -— — — .— ——
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Some bottom sections of certain helicopters are almost flat. For
these cases the loads and motions may be calculated by the procedure
given in reference 6. For impacts of bodies of many shapes having values
of CA geater than 1, references 6 and 7 give computational procedures

which may be used.

Zero-trim case.- For the special case of impacts at zero trim

where the resullxmt velocity is nom@l to the keel, that is, T = 0°

- 70 = 90°, the quatio~ of~tion (3) E@ (k)be~e fi~dtiare
rephced by the following appradmate equations obtained from equa-
tions (1) and (2) of reference 1:

G 1—=
i.

1+
00051~~ 9(&v)(c’/a)2

C“

CI

‘o

where ~v is the average
constant and is given by

The use of
motions if
width.

this expression

(6)

(7)
CA

wetted qect ratio which is assumed to remain

%=; (8)

should lead to a fair approximation of the
the imm6rsing’section is rehtively long compared to its

Pressure Distribution

The pressure distribution on an elliptical cylinder in oblJque

., impact H be calculated to a very rough appro-tion by means of the
formulas in reference 2. These equations which are lased on a modifi-
cation of Wagner’s ~andin.g-plat-e analogy take into account the effects

. —.
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of trim. The equation for calculation of the peak pressure pp on the

hull bottom in any transverse plane is given as

(9)
Pp 1
—=

$ Pt2 sin% + ~ tanq COS4
~2

where 13 in the equations of reference 2 is replaced by $ the locsl
dead-rise angle in the plane (see fig. 1) which is defined (for an
ellipse) by the relation

tlml.f=
Il./a

Kr~2

F -1

(lo)

The distribution of the pressure p on the hill bottom in any transverse
be obtained from the equation

(U)

.

where n/c gives the location of this pressure in terms of the wetted
width and 13 maybe determined from the rektion

or

.
.

(lrcotf322) (M)

(11cot e g2) (13)

-.
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~ is defined by equation (9).where p For the purposes of this paper

the acceleration term in equation (U) is dropped in order to simplify
calculation since this term is believed to be usually small compared
with the other terms of the pressure equations in this application.
Omission of this term results in errors on the conservative side and
reduces equation (lJ_)to the equation

(14)

Equations (9) to (14) are applicable to the determination of the approxi-
mate transverse pressure distribution on bodies the cross sections of
which can be approximated by ellipses. In order to apply these equa-
tions, however, the wetted-width-draft relation (c/a = f([/h)) must be
obtained fpr each section from equation (1) or figure 2 and the nomnal
velocity ~ must be selected or obtained from the previous section.
It is probably more satisfactory to assume no velocity reduction fol-
lowing water contact (~ constant) for pressure calculations since this
condition is approximated in rough-water landings where a wave may wet
only a small length of the bottom. This local wetting can result ti
substantial local pressures while inducing only small total loads, with
accompanying small changes in velocity, until the fwelage immerses deep
enough to involve lsrge lengths. The pressure distributions for the
helicopters having fht bottom sections maybe calculat.edby means of
the method given in reference 8.

IIUJS!I!MTIVEEXAMPLE

In order to illustrate t~icsl results obtained from the applica-
tion of the proposed computationalprocedure given in detail in the
appendix, a ssmple computatioriwas made for the water landing of a hypo-
thetical fuselage. The geometry of the body and impact are shown in
figure 1 along with the elliptical.approximation to the bottom cross sec-
tion. The appro~ting eldipse was used for the hull bottom in the
computations. A trsmsverse-step~edhull was chosen since the derivation
assumes one, and a finite trim was selected since the occurrence of zero-
trim impacts, although usualJy leading to larger forces, is believed to
be infrequent. The initial contact conditions selected were as follows:

.— —— ——— — —- -———. ——— .—
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T=5°

+9QS

.
‘o = 9 fps

w= 5,500 lb

p = 1.938 Sh@3/CU f%

Carrying out the computationalprocedure for these initial conditions
results in the load and motion ttie histories presented in figure 8.

A plot of the pressure distribution for a given instant of time
during the impact is presented in figure g(a). The variation of the
trsmsverse pressure distribution with time, shown in figure g(b), is
the variation to be expected at section a of this model during
imersion. From this plot it appears that very high local pressures
would exist on the hill bottom. It is believed, however, that these
high pressures are not serious since they are highly localized. The
skin tension and bending produced by the integrated local pressures
would in almost all cases be much more significant. A measure of tbi.s
integrated pressure is shown in figure 9(c) for different panel widths.
These pressures were obtained by taking the highest average pressure
over specified panel widths from the transverse pressure distributions
of figure g(b) and plotting these average pressures at the centers of
the assumed panels. Such plots would be useful for panel and stringer
design. Reentrant corners or welU such as are sometimes found around
tiding-gear fairings shouldbe avoided since they will result in high
pressure not only over the entire area of the pocket but also to a con-
siderable extent over the adjacent surfaces.

COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the computationalprocedure
herein proposed, rough experiments were set up in which a rigid semi-
cyl.hder was dropped into a tank of water. A sketch of the model is
presented in figure 10(a) which shows the locations of the dynamic-
pressure pickups. This model was dropped vertically at @ trim with
no lift force and was fitted close to the tank walls at the ends to
simulate two-tiensional conditions. The pressures, velocity, accel-
eration, and time were measured during the @act and some of the data
are presented in figures 10(b) and U. The measurements which were made
are believed to be accurate to within 10 percent in the region of
interest.

.

“

.

r

.
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Com&risons of theoretical and experimentalpressure-ratio &3tri-
butions are shown in figure 10(b). The wetted width 2C for the upper
two theoretical curves was taken to be the transverse distance on the
hull between the experimentalpeak-pressure lines. The wetted width for
the lowest curve was estimated. Both the theoretical and exper~tal
pressure coefficients are based on the experimental velocity. !l%e
experimental distributions were made from cross plots of the pressure
time histories. The agreement exhibited in these plots indicates that
the proposed computationalprocedure gives a reasonable appro~tion
of the pressure distribution on a rigid impacthg cyhder.

The theoretical equations of this paper were mo&Mied to take into
account reduced wing Hft in order to~rmlt direct congmrison with
experiment. A comparison of theoretical hydrodynamic impact load factor
with the experimental free-drop data is made in figure Il. Ihmthis
figure it is etident &t rough agreement ~ts between theori?ticaland
experimental hydrodyusmic load factors. H’ instrument time lag ~
response were taken into account, the agreement shown in figure JJ.wodd
have been somewhat improved.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A method is presented for estimating the water impact loads,
motions, and pressure distributions durhg oblique l&nd@s of rigid
bodies approximating elliptical cylinders. Coqarisons of computed
loads and pressures with limited experimental data obtained during
water impacts of a rigid circular cy13.nderat a trim of 0° and a fllght-
path angle of 90° showed reasonable agreement. It is therefore con-
cluded that the proposed computationalprocedure provides approximations
suitable for rough desi$p of hulls. The method was derived for the
rigid-body case and no attempt has been made to incorpo=te the effect
of structural deformations which might appreciably alter the loads and
pressure distributions developed durhg an impact.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va., November 13, 1952.
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COMPIJ’TATIONALPROCEDURE

Over-AJJ_Loads W Motions

As a computationalaid b applying the method developed in this
paper, detailed steps are presented for determining the over-all loads
and motions.

Procedure 1, for oblique impacts at finite trim angles:

(1) Approximate the bottom transverse cross section of the fuse-
lage byan ellipse and obtain the lengths of the vertical and hori-
zontal semiaxes h and a, respectively.

(2) Obtain a value of K from figure 4 through use of appropriate
values of initial flight-path angle 70 and trim T.

(3) Select several values of the vertical-velocityratio &/i.

between 1 sad -1 and, using the value of K, obtain a value of P from

‘i~e 5 ‘or ‘Ch -Ue ‘f %0”

from

(4) Obtain a value of the appro-te aspect ratio A . *, ..

figure 6 read a

(5)

quantity
the mass

(6)

(7)

Compute the

k T-
value of rp(A).

CA*T
quantity B =

w
where CA = —. The

0.05M P(A) 8ma3
W is taken as the landing weight of the helicoptery- p is
density of the water, @ g is the acceleration due to gravity.

Compute T from the reh.tion T =
1 2- -.

tin-l: fi

Obtain a value of D for each value of P from the equation
D = PB, multiply these values of D by T!,and by use of these values

c
of TD and figure 7 obtain values of + T. Divide these values of

L CE3
~ T by T to obtain a value of the normal-baft-semibeam ratio ~

for each value of the vertical-velocityratio 2/50.

I

.

.

.

.

.- ——— —— -—.
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()c‘B 2
(8) Obtain a value of - for each value of ;/;. through

a
c

substitution of the values of & T tnto figure 2.

(9) Obtafi a ~ue of the no~fiaiom acceleration “ 2 forZa/zo

each value of the normal-dmft-semibesm ratio C~/a and the vertical-

velocity ratio ;/i. through substitution of the appropriate quantities

into the equation

,a &(&+K]2—=.
9
U

‘o (B + D)COS T

Thus the values of impact load factor niw = - ~ = ~ (where lift

equals weight) and the vertical velocity 2 are available as a function
of tiaft at the step !.s. The maximum impact load factor maybe obtained

from a plot of -z/g against [s.

(10) For calctition of structural response, the variation of the
time t with draft {s may be determhed from graphital inte~ation
of the equation for the nondimensional time

where V. is the initial resultant veloci~ at water contact. Since
parametric equations of time and load factor are avatible as functions
of draft, the load-factor-time relation is determined.

Procedure 2, for impacts at 0° trim with velocity normal to keel:

(1) Approximate the bottom transverse cross section of the fuselage
by an ellipse and obtain the lengths of the vertical and horizontal
semiaxes h and a, respectively.

(2) Obtain the value of the average aspect ratio Aav = # where 2

is the length of the imnersing section and a is the half-width of the

—. .—-—.
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appro~t ing ellipse. Substitute the value of ~v

to Olltahl g (%V) “

(3) compute T from the relation T = 1 .
t~-1 Q

a

into figure 6

2—.
11

(4) Select several values of the normal—draft-semibeam ratio ~/a,
multiplyby T, and by use of these values and figures 2 and 3 obtain
sets of values of c’/a, (c’/a)2, and dc’/d~.

(5) Compute the value of CA = *.
8pga3

(6) Substitute the above information into the equations

and

i—=.
‘o

1

~+ 0“05%v~(&) (c’/a)2

CA

—= .
.2
‘o CA

to obtain draft histories of velocity and acceleration ratios. Thus

the values of impact load factor
%=-:

. ~ (where lift equals

weight) and the vertical velocity ; are available as a function of
draft. The maximum impact load factor maybe obtained from a plot of
-i/g against ~.

(7) For calc~tion of st~c~l respo~e, the ~iation of time t
with draft ~ may be determined from graphical integration of the equa-
tion for the nondimensionaltime

.

.

.

.
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where V. b the initial resultant velocity at water contact. Stice

parametric equations of time and load factor are available as functions
of draft, the load-factor-time relation is determined.

Pressure Distribution

The velocity-draft relation derived for the load calculation may
be used in pressure calculations althmgh a more conservativepressure
distribution may he obtained by assuming that tk- velocity remains con-
stant dur@ the @act. This condition may be approximated when landing
on the crest of a wave in rough water. The more general variable-velocity
system is, however, described kre:

(1) Select several values of the normal-draft-vertical—s~
ratio (/h and from figure 2 obtain corresponding values of (c/a)2.

(2) Obtain a value of tan V from the eq,tion tan ~ =
a

&

a2-1

F

for each value of [/h.
,

I~~pc2 for each value of C/h from the(3) Obtitiatiue of p “

eqmtion

.

(k) obtitia~ue of /x cot e for each Mue of Pp ~P~2 from

equation

.,

or

=llcote
+ Pt2

(X cOt e ~ 2)

(YCcOt e ~ 2)

_.. .— -- —— — —
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.

(5) Obtain the variation of the pressure coefficient p
/~Pj2 ~th

the ratio of the lateral distance to the wetted semiwidth ~/c for ea~h

value of the ratio of the normal draft to the vertical semiaxis ~/h
from the equation

(6) Obtain the velocity normalto the keel ~ from the equation

‘!= & + K&.
for the values of ~\h at each transverse plane, where i

C06 T
may be obtained from either procedure 1 or 2 and K, from figure 4.
Substitute these velocities into the equation of step 5 t6 obtain the
variation of pressure distribution with draft and velocity. (It is
believed that the average pressure over a panel section is more signifi-
cant for design purposes than the actual peak pressures which are highly
localized.)

.

,

.

.
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water for illustrative exsmple.
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Figure 10.- Model geometry
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Figure 11.- Comparisons of theoretical and experimental variations of
hydrodynamic load factor with draft-semibeam.ratiofor vertical drops
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